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Devastating lives
Typhoons and pirates wreaking
havoc on the Philippines

What went wrong?
Why did the Australian public fall out
of love with Kevin Rudd?

Under pressure
Anxiety and how to control it

Busting the myths
We uncover the truth behind asylum seekers
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Asylum seekers
Australian society has been abuzz
with negative feelings towards
asylum seekers for some time.
In this article we uncover some of
the myths and misconceptions.

Vice Chancellor Professor John Yovich was a veterinary student
at Murdoch more than 30 years ago

Connecting

A little bit of anxiety is normal

Saving the woylies

The latest news from peers around
the world. Here you’ll find the closest
alumni chapter to your home.

Anxiety is a necessary part of life, but
if it gets out of control it can become
a problem. We look at what causes
anxiety and how to manage it.

A cute Western Australian marsupial may
be infected with a parasite that makes
them fearless and causes them to endanger
their lives. Researchers are trying to bring
woylies back from the brink of extinction.

______________________________

If you haven’t visited Murdoch recently
here’s your chance to catch up on
what’s happening at your University.

8

A look at politics
Political commentator and Murdoch
senior politics lecturer Dr Ian Cook takes
a look at Kevin Rudd’s leadership of the
Labor Party and what went wrong.

When the University was conceived in 1970, the State
Government proposed that it be named after Sir Walter
Murdoch, a noted writer and past English Professor who
was recognised as a great thinker and a champion of
open debate. When he was told of the Government’s
proposal he was touched by the tribute but responded
with typical wit, saying ‘but it had better be a good one!’

____________________________
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Over the last 40 years, Murdoch University has been
transformed from a sand patch in an outer Perth suburb
into a thriving hub of education and research, an
important part of the Western Australian community.
We now have three local campuses and a growing
number of offshore study centres with 18,000 students,
more than at any time in the past. Our alumni continue
to play important roles as leaders and members of
communities around the world, contributing to discovery
and innovation in many fields of endeavour.
Our research income is at record levels. We have established
the Murdoch University Foundation and are building
our endowment fund to help the University grow. We
also have a great many prizes and scholarships funded
through donations and bequests from organisations
and individuals, including many of our alumni.

Professor John Yovich AM
Vice Chancellor
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On the brink of disaster
Typhoons, population growth and a
class-based social structure have left
the Philippines in a vulnerable position.
Professor Jim Warren has been studying
the impacts on the Philippines’ social and
environmental structure.

Postcard from Cambodia
A Murdoch PhD student is turning a dream
into a reality by building an eco-resort called
Jasmine Valley in the Cambodian jungle.

___________________ 24

___________________ 18
Life on Mars
Dr Graham Mann took a boyhood love
of robots and turned it into a career.
As the director of the Mars Society of
Australia, he spends his time finding ways
to send humans to the red planet.

___________________ 20
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Murdoch‘s Open your Mind Day in August
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The values we have lived by for 35 years mean that
Murdoch remains at the forefront of social change. Our
long history of environmental research and teaching
and social inclusiveness are just two examples of
the positive difference I believe we have made.
As an alumnus of this University I’m proud of all that
we have achieved and I look to Murdoch’s continued
success in the next 35 years, as the University continues
to play an important role in WA and globally.

___________________ 16
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From the
Vice Chancellor
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Keep Intouch!
Help us keep in touch with you by making sure your details
are up to date. If you have changed your name, employer
or contact details let us know by visiting
http://ace.murdoch.edu.au/forms/changeofdetails.html.
Perhaps you’re still in touch with friends from your Murdoch
days who’ve lost touch with us? If so you can visit the same
address, scroll down and enter your friends’ details too.

please send them to us at Alumni Relations.

saw the campus come alive with alumni and

As always we are on the hunt for our

their families returning to visit old university

lost alumni. If you have old Murdoch

haunts and see the many new facilities being

buddies, please invite them to get back in

constructed on the Murdoch campus.

touch with us either online at www.ace.

Welcome to the second Intouch for 2010.

As part of our 35th Anniversary celebrations

murdoch.edu.au/forms/changeofdetails.

The first half of the year saw our Alumni
Relations Team going out into the Faculties
and Schools to meet with staff, students
and alumni. Out of these meetings we have
developed an extensive plan of alumni
activities and events for the coming year
and beyond and I would encourage you to
read about them on page 5 or check out our
Calendar at www.murdoch.edu.au/Alumni/.
We’re also launching the Murdoch
University Vice Chancellor’s Alumni Awards

Alumni Relations hosted a Trip Down

html, or by phone on +61 8 9360 6668,

Memory Lane photographic exhibition. It

or via email to alumni@murdoch.edu.au.

was a wonderful opportunity for alumni

Finally warm congratulations to all

to see a pictorial history of Murdoch
University and the day was punctuated
with much laughter at daggy old fashions
and hairstyles and even a few nostalgic
tears over long lost friends. The exhibition
was such a success we are planning on

our new alumni graduating this year
and we look forward to welcoming
you to our future events and to the
Alumni Careers and Employment Centre
when you are next on campus.

featuring some of the images and stories on

Vanessa Fernandez-Kennedy

our alumni website. So if you have any old

Manager – Alumni Relations
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Connecting

Harnessing the power of the sun

Murdoch University
Alumni Events September – November 2010

Phil Livingston and Darren Anderson (Master of Science in Renewable Energy 2008)
are part of the thriving photovoltaic industry in Western Australia.
They were captivated by the sun’s ability to create power when they met five years ago.

September

Mr Livingston was working in the Peace Corps developing solar powered water pumping systems
in the Philippines when he first met Mr Anderson, a volunteer for Solar Energy International.

School of Veterinary Sciences

“The water pumping systems were for school children in rural areas who were suffering from
problems associated with not having access to clean water supply. It was at that time that I had
an epiphany about solar power,” he said.

Event: 10 Year Reunion for the class
of 2000
Date: 10 September 2010
• Afternoon tea and a tour of
Murdoch Vet school
• Evening: Dinner/cocktail party

They headed to Murdoch to study – and before they had even completed their theses, under the
tutelage of Professor Philip Jennings, they were putting their theories into practice.
In 2007 they began distributing solar panels made in China to the small Australian market – they
called their new company Sungrid.

Rosie Majid and Melody Mugari
are working as pharmacists in Broome

“We quickly realised that the panels were not up to the quality control levels we expected, so we
began developing our own panels,” Mr Livingston said.
Since that time, Sungrid has become one of Australia’s most significant solar manufacturers and
distributors.
The relationship between the Fremantle-based entrepreneurs and Murdoch University is still
strong. Murdoch University has a contract with Sungrid to independently test the solar panels it
produces to ensure the high level of quality assurance the company guarantees.

Trusting in
her own
experience
to find
success
Suzanne Daubney has been recognized
by her corporate peers for her skills
in developing the successful Bannister
Downs Dairy Farm brand.
She won the WA Business News 2010

Alumni
achievements
honoured by nation
The achievements of two Murdoch
alumna were celebrated in this year’s
Australia Day Honours list.

Suzanne Daubney turned an unprofitable farming
business into a thriving company
Without any marketing or business
background, Ms Daubney said she drew
on her own experience as a consumer and
customer to market the family business and
develop products.

40under40 1st Among Equals award, which

The Daubneys have also found time to

recognises individuals who balance business

engage in many community and charitable

success with philanthropic pursuits.

projects, including breakfast clubs in small

Ms Daubney, Managing Director of

They encourage other local manufacturers to

Bannister Downs Dairy Company, turned the
unprofitable farming business around in just
four years.

regional schools to which they supply milk.
offer similar support.
Ms Daubney completed two years of a
Bachelor of Veterinary Science at Murdoch in

Bannister Downs Farm, home to more than

the late 1980s, before beginning a nursing

1500 dairy cows, had a major breakthrough

degree. She returned to Murdoch in 2002

late last year when it began supplying its

to complete a Bachelor of Science and a Post

products to Coles Supermarkets throughout

Graduate Diploma of Education while caring

Western Australia.

for her four children.
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Phil Livingston and Darren Anderson
celebrated when their first container of solar
panels arrived in 2007

Dr Karin Margolius (Law 2001) was
honoured for her service to Western
Australia as a forensic pathologist, as well
as her work as an educator. Her very public
support for people with cancer was also
acknowledged.
Dr Sue Graham-Taylor (DPhil Social Sciences
1981) was recognised for her contributions
to conservation and the environment
through executive roles with a range of
organisations, the development of protective
measures relating to air quality and the
management of waste and as an historian.
Dr Graham-Taylor has worked as a
professional historian and researcher for
many years and is currently working on
an historical work about the Swan River
through her role as the inaugural James
Sykes Battye Memorial Fellow.
The Australia Day Honours list provides
national and formal recognition for many
Australians who have made a significant
difference to their communities.

Pharmacy
graduates meeting
needs of regional
communities
Two Master of Pharmacy graduates are
doing their bit to stem the shortage of
pharmacy staff working in remote and
regional Western Australia.
Melody Mugari and Rosie Majid have
moved from Perth to Broome and now work
full-time for the Broome Pharmacy Group.
Ms Mugari first went to work in Broome as
part of her five-week student placement in
2008. While completing her placement
she was offered a chance to return to
Broome and complete her pre-registration,
which requires a pharmacy intern to
complete 2000 hours before they can
become registered.
“From the moment I arrived my bosses made
me feel like part of the team and welcomed
me to the family,” Ms Mugari said.
Ms Mugari is attracted to the Broome
lifestyle, describing it as very laidback, and
because it is a small community, she has the
chance to get to know everyone.
“Working in Broome we get the opportunity
to go on road trips and provide treatment in
the remote communities of Lombadina, One
Arm Point and Looma,” she said.
Ms Majid said Broome appealed to her
because it offered her a different experience.
“With fewer pharmacists working in regional
areas you tend to get more experience and
that gives you greater confidence in your
skills,” she said.

Date: 11 September 2010
• Conference and Gala Dinner
Date: 12 September 2010
• Family afternoon BBQ
Contact: Fleur James
Email: F.James@murdoch.edu.au

School of Engineering & Energy
Event: 35th Physics & Nanotechnology
Reunion
Date: 22 September 2010
Time: 7.00pm – 10.30pm
Venue: The Tavern, Murdoch University
Contact: Chris Creagh
Email: C.Creagh@murdoch.edu.au

Murdoch University Postgraduate
Students Association
Event: Postgraduate Students Conference
Date: 29 September 2010
Further details to be advised
Contact: Jatin Kala
Email: J.Kala@murdoch.edu.au

October
School of Psychology
Event: 2008/9 4th Year graduates
& 2008/9 Master graduates
Date: 7 October 2010
Time: 5.00pm – 7.00pm
Venue: The Tavern, Murdoch University
Contact: Associate Professor Pia Broderick
Email: P.Broderick@murdoch.edu.au

School of Environmental Science
Event: Sun-downer – Final year students/
alumni
Date: 20 October 2010
Time: 4.30pm – 6.30pm
Venue: The Tavern, Murdoch University
Contact: Dr Catherine Baudains
Email: c.baudains@murdoch.edu.au

School of Pharmacy
Event: Sun-downer – Final year students/alumni
Date: 12 October 2010
Time: 4.00pm – 6.00pm
Venue: The Tavern, Murdoch University
Contact: Felicity Bowskill
Email: F.Bowskill@murdoch.edu.au

Murdoch Malaysian Alumni Chapter
Event: 2010 AGM followed by the Chapter’s 10
Year Anniversary Celebration
Date: 16 October 2010
Time: AGM 10.30am – 12.00pm
Celebration Lunch 12.45pm – 4.00pm
Venue: Grand Ballroom, Grand Millennium Hotel,
Kuala Lumpur
Contact: Adrian Ong
Email: adrian76@streamyx.com

Murdoch Singapore Alumni Chapter
Event: High Tea at The Raffles
Date: 17 October 2010
Time: 2.30pm – 4.30pm
Venue: East India Rooms, Raffles Hotel, Singapore
Contact: Vanessa Fernandez-Kennedy
Email: V.Fernandez-Kennedy@murdoch.edu.au

School of Education
Event: Career Expo followed by Graduating
Students & Alumni Sundowner
Date: 22 October 2010
Time: 3.30pm – 6.30pm
Venue: Pendopo & Brian Hill Lecture Theatre, 		
Murdoch University
Contact: Jenny Alder
Email: j.alder@murdoch.edu.au

November
School of Veterinary Sciences
Event: 20 Year Reunion for the class of 1990
Date: November 2010, exact details to be advised
Contact: Becky Lonsdale
Email: d.v.i@iinet.net.au

Please continue to check the Alumni events website
http://ace.murdoch.edu.au/calendarwindow.html
for updates on the 2010 Alumni events or contact Jan or
Jo-Ann at Murdoch University’s Alumni Relations Office:
Jan Exeter
Email: J.Exeter@murdoch.edu.au
Telephone: +61 8 93606144
Jo-Ann Whalley
Email: J.Whalley@murdoch.edu.au
Telephone: +61 8 9360 6268
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Alumni Contacts

Improving Indigenous health outcomes
Ms Nelson, who has a masters degree in

“Having this degree has given me an

applied epidemiology from the Australian

understanding of how to manage things

National University, said she hoped to tackle

from a business perspective while at

issues of access and equity in the health

the same time I am still able to bring

system, avoid duplication of health services

an Indigenous cultural perspective

and work towards developing a health

to the role,” Ms Nelson said.

system that was relevant for the long term.

“Much business theory is modelled on

Ms Nelson, who returned to university

American management principles which

as a mature aged student in 1997, said
the seeds of passion to make a difference
in Aboriginal health were planted while
working in a media role in central Australia.
During this time the inequities in Aboriginal
health came into sharp focus for Ms
Lesley Nelson is the CEO of
Derbarl Yerrigan Health Service
Alumna Lesley Nelson (Bachelor of
Commerce 2000) is delighted to find
herself in a position that is dedicated
toward improving the quality of health
services for Indigenous people.

Nelson and she realised the best way to
make a difference would be to obtain
university level management training.
Ms Nelson, who was the first Aboriginal
student at Murdoch’s Rockingham
campus, said her commerce degree
provided a solid educational foundation
that served her well in her current role.

don’t align with some of the cultural
elements associated with managing in an
Aboriginal organisation. There are certain
situations where it isn’t appropriate to abide
by these principles but knowledge of them is
important for running a successful business.”
Ms Nelson, who has four children, said
she hoped to inspire all women to pursue
their goals.
As a single mother earlier in her career, she
overcame considerable personal battles and
she is aware of how overwhelming it can
feel to undertake a commerce degree as a
mature aged student.
“It’s important to believe in yourself and

As chief executive officer of Derbarl

She said Murdoch University provided her

at the same time be aware there is a lot of

Yerrigan Health Service, Ms Nelson

with considerable additional support, by

support there, particularly in places like

has a leading role in the largest

way of tutoring and mentoring, to assist her

Murdoch University, for students who need

Aboriginal health organisation in WA.

with subjects she had no prior exposure to.

help,” she said.

Prestigious award for China-based alumna
A Beijing-based Murdoch University
graduate is one of only nine recipients
of an award that acknowledges the
successes of Australian university alumni
based in China.
Ms Wang Yijia, who received an MBA
from Murdoch in 1998, won an Australia
China Alumni Association (ACAA) and
CPA Australia Alumni Award. She is
the Vice President and Chief Financial
Officer of China Life Asset Management
Company where she is responsible for
overseeing USD $3.2 billion in assets.
Murdoch University Faculty Dean of Law
and Business, Chris Doepel, was among the
250 guests attending the awards in Shanghai
on July 10 where Ms Yijia received the ANZ
Bank ACAA Award for Banking and Finance.
Ms Wang Yijia (left) received a prestigious
alumni award
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“Murdoch University is honoured to see Wang
Yijia receive the award,” Mr Doepel said.

“Her Murdoch MBA has clearly provided her
with a firm foundation for business success.
We wish her well in her future career.”
Ms Yijia has worked at China Life Asset
Management since 2004. The company is
part of the China Life Group, and manages
assets up to RMB ¥1400 billion, with 38
per cent market share. It is the largest
insurance asset management company
in China, and the largest institutional
investor in the domestic capital market.
She set up the first Hong Kong subsidiary
company owned by a Chinese insurance
company, and her company was one of the
first to receive approval for investment in
foreign countries.
Ms Yijia has helped the company to
participate in a public listing project after
corporate restructuring and helped to
execute financial and tax policies.

Perth based alumni contacts,
groups & chapters

Australian contacts

School of Biological Sciences
and Biotechnology

Linda Whittaker
Email: jonlindammy@iprimus.com.au

Associate Professor Carolyn Jones
Telephone: +61 8 9360 2159
Email: C.Jones@murdoch.edu.au
Web: www.bsb.murdoch.edu.au

Murdoch Business School

Steve Klomp
Telephone: +61 8 9360 7610 or 0417 184 789
Email: S.Klomp@murdoch.edu.au
Web: www.mbs.murdoch.edu.au

Yahoo Mobile Developer Awards 2009 –
Sandy won for his development of a
Yamaha wap site

A career
to envy
Sandy Colondam has brought his
studies to life by developing mobile
phone technologies including new
games and other applications.
Mr Colondam (Bachelor of Science in
Games Technology 2007) is employed
by mobile technology company
Elastitas Technologies in Indonesia
as senior product manager.
His career has been a successful one.
He won the Mobile Monday Peer
Awards and Indosat Wireless Innovation
Contest in 2008, and in 2009 he won
the Indosat contest again, the Yahoo
Mobile Developer Award and the
Creative Solutions Award.
“In the future, I’m planning to build my
own company that will focus on mobile
technology and entertainment,” he said.
At Elasitas, Mr Colondam‘s work includes
rolling out mobile games and other
applications from the development
stage through to the product launch.
“I like the job because of the
opportunities it offers to enhance my
creativities and apply them,” he said.
“I’ve developed various mobile
applications such as Virtual Tribe, a
game that allows the player to build
their own army to attack another
player’s castle located in real world
coordinates.”
Another of his products is Taxicall,
an application to help users locate
taxis that are nearby and point the
driver to the user’s location.

School of Chemical
and Mathematical Sciences

Melbourne

Sydney

Dr Janet Chew
ACU National Lecturer,
School of Business and Informatics (NSW),
7 Mount Street, North Sydney, 2060
Email: janet.chew@acu.edu.au

International alumni chapters,
interest groups and contacts

Professor Walter Bloom
Telephone: +61 8 9360 2143
Email: W.Bloom@murdoch.edu.au
Web: www.cms.murdoch.edu.au

Botswana

School of Chiropractic and Sports Science

France

Dr Deb Nook
Senior Lecturer in Anatomy
Faculty of Health Sciences, Chiropractic
and Sports Science
Telephone: +61 8 9360 6870
Email Address: d.nook@murdoch.edu.au
Web: www.chiropractic.murdoch.edu.au

School of Environmental Science

Professor Richard Bell
Email: R.Bell@murdoch.edu.au
Telephone: +61 8 9360 2370
Web: www.environment.murdoch.edu.au
Matt Porter
Telephone: +61 8 9429 7420 or 0438 918 829
Email: Matt.Porter@MinterEllison.com

School of Engineering and Energy
Professor Parisa Arabzadeh Bahri
Telephone: +61 8 9360 7227
Email: P.Bahri@murdoch.edu.au
Web: www.see.murdoch.edu.au

School of Law

Carla Mischan-Ranieri
Telephone: +61 8 9360 2709
Email: C.Michan-Ranieri@murdoch.edu.au
Web: www.law.murdoch.edu.au

Daniel C Malumbela
Telephone: +267 7 120 2683
Email: dmalumbela@debswana.bw

Serge Lambert
Telephone - Cell: +33 (0) 6 03 35 64 17
Telephone - Direct: +33 (0) 4 92 17 51 67
Email: slambert@teamcotedazur.fr

Indonesia

Nita Jodana
Telephone: +62 21 23519 522
Email: nita.jodana@daimler.com

Japan

Ms Sayuri Okufuji
Email: kcscenter@tenma.in

Malaysia

Mr Adrian Ong, President
Email: adrian76@streamyx.com

Singapore
Mr Lim Jit Mee - President
Email: limjitmee@jitm.com.sg
SMa Institute of Higher Learning
420 North Bridge Rd, Singapore
Email: enquiry@sma.edu.au
Web: http://sma.edu.sg/
Telephone: +65 6622 6622

New York, USA

School of Nursing and Midwifery

Andy Daulatzai
Email: daulatz@myway.com

School of Pharmacy

Mr Somsak Soonthornnawaphat
Telephone: +66 2662 4029 Ext 122
Mob: +66 1 754 4548
Email: Somsak@iucnt.org

Associate Professor Heather Gluyas
Faculty of Health Sciences, Nursing & Midwifery
Telephone: +61 8 9582 5503
Email: H.Gluyas@murdoch.edu.au
Web: www.nursing.murdoch.edu.au
Felicity Bowskill
Telephone: +61 8 9360 1243
Email: F.Bowskill@murdoch.edu.au
Web: www.pharmacy.murdoch.edu.au

Thailand

Vietnam

John Udovich
Telephone: (84-8) 3822 6060 Ext 124
Email: john@von-inc.com

School of Psychology

Associate Professor Pia Broderick
Telephone: +61 8 9360 2860
Email: P.Broderick@murdoch.edu.au
Web: www.psychology.murdoch.edu.au

School of Veterinary Science

Dr Maryanne Culliver
Telephone: +61 8 9360 2104
Email: M.Culliver@murdoch.edu.au
Web: http://vetbiomed.murdoch.edu.au/alumni

We are always happy to support new alumni
groups throughout the world. The nature and
activities of the alumni chapters are entirely self
determining. Activities of the existing groups vary
and range from informal social events to more
formal occasions.
For further enquires please contact:
Alumni Relations Office
Murdoch University
Telephone: +61 8 9360 6668
Email: alumni@murdoch.edu.au
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Murdoch news

Days of Change

National Centre
of Excellence
in Desalination
launched

Murdoch staff and students have
pledged to work towards a more
sustainable future as part of a major
campaign led by one of the University’s
own graduates.
Julian Ilich (Postgraduate Diploma in
Policy Studies 2008) is CEO of Days of
Change, which launched in May 2010.
The campaign aims to encourage people
to make simple changes in their homes,
workplaces and communities that will
help create an economically, socially and
environmentally sustainable future.

The National Centre of Excellence in Desalination (NCED)
at Murdoch University’s Rockingham campus was officially
launched with a turning of the sod ceremony and ‘pushing
the button‘ on the excavator in July.

The Honourable Gary Gray MP, Parliamentary Secretary for
Western and Northern Australia, launched the Centre by breaking
ground and pushing the excavator button on behalf of Australian
Government Minister for Climate Change, Energy Efficiency and
Water, Senator Penny Wong, alongside Murdoch’s Vice Chancellor
Professor John Yovich.
The NCED‘s aim is to establish an internationally significant
research and development destination that helps Australia and the
world face future challenges of water security.
Murdoch University, as administering organisation of the Centre,
has partnered with Australia’s leading water and desalination
research institutions to bring together diverse capabilities and
resources.
The 12 projects that the NCED Board has approved for the first
round of funding were also announced at the launch ceremony.
Professor David Doepel, Murdoch’s Deputy Vice Chancellor
Research (Acting) and Interim CEO of the NCED, said the
recommendations for the Centre’s first $3 million funding
round would further generate around $7.1 million of in-kind
contributions and $1.5 million in leveraged cash from industry,
bringing a total of $11.6 million of research activity to the
precinct.
“The NCED’s grant funding supports a range of activities and
investments, including scholarships and fellowships, and research
and commercialisation pursuits,” said Professor Doepel.
“The funding recommendations are inclusive of all NCED’s
participating organisations and span all five research theme
areas: pre-treatment; reverse osmosis desalting; novel
desalting; concentrate management; and social, economic and
environmental issues.”

The campaign has won the support of a
huge number of organisations including the
Rotary Club of Perth, Channel Seven, Toyota
WA, Transperth, the Water Corporation and
IGA – as well as Murdoch University.

Alumni can
gain knowledge
for less.

“To have organisations of that calibre
behind us is changing things in its own way.
People see that and it will encourage them
to make their own changes,” Mr Ilich said.
“Fifty per cent of people in Perth know
about Days of Change. To achieve that in
such a short time is amazing.”
Mr Ilich's role at Days of Change is a
logical step after his studies at Murdoch.
He said: “I had been passionate about
sustainability for a while but what
happened at Murdoch for me was
that I realised it was an industry. It’s a
profession.

Murdoch University Bookshop extends a special offer
to all Murdoch graduates.
We are pleased to offer a 12 per cent discount on a range of
items including textbooks, general books, stationery,
multimedia, giftware and merchandise.
To take advantage of this offer, please present this
advertisement to claim your discount.
Bookshop opening times
8.30am – 4.30pm
Monday to Friday
Please consult our website
for further information:
http://ourbookshop.murdoch.edu

www.murdoch.edu.au

Alumni Awards

The federal funding over five years was topped up with an extra $3
million from the Western Australian Government.

installing solar panels at home.

Turning the sod: the Honourable Gary Gray (centre)
is joined by Murdoch’s Vice Chancellor Professor John Yovich,
NCED Chairman Graeme Rowley, Chief Scientific Officer David Furukawa
and Interim CEO of the NCED Professor David Doepel

CRICOS Provider Code 00125J

The University was awarded $20 million by the Australian
Government in 2009 to host the National Centre of Excellence
in Desalination (NCED), an integral part of the Australian
Government’s long-term Water for the Future initiative.

Hundreds of students and staff are among
the 41,000 Western Australian residents
who have so far pledged to take actions
from spending less time in the shower to

Alumnus Julian Ilich is passionate
about change
“There was a really strong connection
between what I was learning and what was
happening outside the university.
“I had great lecturers and when I left I felt
like I knew a lot of people in the industry
and could choose a direction based on the
people I knew.”
For now Mr Ilich and his colleagues are
looking at the results of the initial rollout
of Days of Change before offering it as
a franchise around the country – and
perhaps even going international.
He said: “There are a lot of campaigns
that give people information, but we
are about culture change. If you have a
large number of people doing something
you can change the culture without the
involvement of government.“
And without that culture change, Mr Ilich
believes Australia – and the world – faces
a bleak future. He said: “We are borrowing
from the future and using it now. If you
are living in a way that is compromising
the future you need to rethink.”
www.daysofchange.org

Do you know an outstanding

•

equity and social justice;

Murdoch alumnus? November 2010

•

sustainability;

will see nominations open for the

•

global responsibility;

Inaugural Murdoch University

•

innovation and entrepreneurship.

Vice Chancellor’s Alumni Awards.

These prestigious awards will recognise

We are looking for Murdoch graduates

and reward our outstanding alumni at

who have given outstanding service to

a ceremony to be held in April 2011.

the community or Murdoch University or

Nominations will be able to be made

have made an outstanding contribution

online through the Murdoch University

to their chosen field. All nominations will

website. Keep an eye out for your

also be assessed against the core values

personal email invitation to nominate

of Murdoch University:

an outstanding Murdoch alumnus.

Murdoch applied nanotechnology scientist Xuan Le

Investigating
nanotechnology
for stroke
treatment
Murdoch scientist Xuan Le is now at
the National University of Singapore
to further her research into the use of
nanotechnology for the treatment
of stroke.
Ms Le was one of six Western Australian
women to receive the 2010 Prime
Minister’s Australian Asia Endeavour
Awards, which provides recipients
with full funding to study and work in
an Asian country for up to a year.
She said she was excited about the
potential that nanotechnology provides to
revolutionise and change people’s lives.
“To be able to design new materials that
can help to enhance medical treatments
can be very exciting as the potential is
limitless and ultimately in the long run
we can design treatments for specific
individuals and their diseases,” she said.
Head of the Murdoch-based Applied
Nanotechnology Research Group, Dr Gérrard
Poinern, said he was extremely pleased his
PhD student, Ms Le, would now be able
to continue her nanotechnology work into
polymer drug delivery in Singapore.

A second funding round is scheduled to open in September 2010.
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Murdoch news

Murdoch news

Long-term fishing line
entanglement injury
around the tail fluke

Better
business
through
education
A new Murdoch venture aims to help private and public
sector organisations improve the performance of their
businesses through innovative executive education
programs.
The Murdoch Executive Education Centre (EEC) has been
established to allow organisations to enhance their executive
capability by taking advantage of Murdoch’s considerable
expertise, combined with that of leading independent
practitioners.
Director Richard Duldig said research had found there
was a clear link between the quality of management and
productivity.

(Left to right) Murdoch University‘s Marine Mammal Health Project Coordinator and veterinary epidemiologist
Dr Carly Holyoake, veterinary pathologist Dr Nahiid Stephens and resident in the Anatomic Pathology Department,
Louise FitzGerald, examine the Swan River dolphin
Murdoch scientists have played a key role
in the investigation into the deaths of six
dolphins in the Swan Canning Riverpark,
an increase in mortalities from previously
recorded numbers.

“We suspect that the severity of the skin
lesions observed is a result of the dolphins
being compromised by a combination of
many factors associated with living in an
estuarine environment.“

The specialist team prepared a technical
report for the Swan River Trust
(www.swanrivertrust.wa.gov.au) in support
of the Chief Scientist’s report on the deaths.

The factors likely to have contributed to the
dolphin deaths include:

Co-author Dr Carly Holyoake, also
Murdoch’s Marine Mammal Health Project
Coordinator, said post-mortem examinations
of four of the dolphins indicated several
factors combined to result in the deaths of
the dolphins.

•

infectious disease, for example poxvirus;

•

contaminants;

•

human stressors such as fishing line
entanglements, noise, boat traffic;

•

an overall “stressful“ environment
combining all of the above, and
also changing landscape – with
increasing pressures associated with
an expanding human population.

“One dolphin was found to have died
following complications associated with
fishing line entanglement, while another
dolphin had a fungal infection of the brain,”
Dr Holyoake said.
“Two dolphins died as the result of severe
skin lesions initially caused by a virus called
cetacean poxvirus (tattoo skin disease) – it’s
the first time that dolphin poxvirus has been
confirmed in Western Australia.
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•

environmental factors such as salinity
and temperature fluctuations;

Director of Murdoch University’s Centre for
Fish and Fisheries Research, Professor Neil
Loneragan, said these contributing factors
were likely to get worse if no action is taken
given the projected human population
growth forecasts for Perth and also for other
South‑West cities, including Mandurah and
Bunbury.

“While the situation is complex and not fully
understood, there are some immediate and
tangible actions that can be done to help the
situation, for example using biodegradable
fishing gear and not discarding fishing gear,
reducing run-off and upgrading sewerage
systems to help lessen influx of nutrients and
contaminants,“ Professor Loneragan said.
The Murdoch investigation was conducted
by a multidisciplinary team including
animal biologist Dr Hugh Finn, veterinary
pathologists Nahiid Stephens and Padraig
Duignan (University of Melbourne), and
members of the Murdoch University
Cetacean Research Unit (MUCRU), including
research leader Lars Bejder and veterinary
epidemiologist Dr Holyoake.
The Murdoch team worked in consultation
with Curtin University of Technology, Swan
River Trust, Western Australian Department
of Conservation and Environment (DEC),
Perth Zoo, Western Australian Department
of Agriculture and the University of New
South Wales.

“A recent research project for the Department of Innovation,
Industry, Science and Research benchmarked management
practices in Australian manufacturing firms globally,” he said.
“It found that the management practices of organisations
were vital in adapting to and shaping future opportunities.
We can help organisations enhance their management skills.
“EEC aims to help managers develop leadership skills,
improve organisational performance and build effective and
sustainable enterprise.”

Murdoch University Bequest Program
Leaving a gift in your Will to Murdoch University is one of the most thoughtful
ways to benefit the community through a gift for the future.
Of course, families come first when we make our estate plans, but there
is usually room in these plans for the causes that matter most to us. If
maintaining and increasing the high standard of education and research at
Murdoch University is such a cause, then giving to Murdoch University through
your Will can be a very special way to create a legacy that transcends time.
Bequests can be in many forms. You can request that the University direct
your contribution to a specific purpose such as research, student prizes and
scholarships, staff positions or buildings and facilities, and the University will
honour those wishes whenever possible.
Whatever area of the University your gift supports, you have the satisfaction of
knowing that you have added to the legacy of quality for those who live after you.
We would recommend that you seek legal advice before completing your Will.
In the meantime, please do not hesitate to contact the Murdoch University
Foundation to discuss your wishes.
For more information:
Ms Vicky Dodds
Director of Development and CEO Murdoch University Foundation
Phone: +61 8 9360 7607
Email: v.dodds@murdoch.edu.au

Murdoch Alumni
Association
As one of more than 45,000 Murdoch graduates
around the world, you are entitled to many
professional and personal rewards:

Mr Duldig said EEC was unusual among executive education
centres in that it was not part of a business school.
“Because we are independent we can draw on expertise from
right across the University and beyond to fit an individual
organisation’s needs. It allows us to be highly flexible and
respond quickly to market demands,” he said.
“Our work in this field also has the potential to open up a
whole host of opportunities for Murdoch, from new research
collaborations to internships and student placements and
graduate employment opportunities.
“And it will provide another route for information to flow
between academics and industry – reinforcing the currency
of our staff’s knowledge.”
EEC is based in Hasler Road, Herdsman, but will be delivering
open and customised programs throughout the metropolitan
area.
Members of the Murdoch University Alumni Association are
entitled to 10 per cent discount on many open programs at
the EEC. For more information visit www.executiveeducation.
murdoch.edu.au or ring +61 8 9360 1775.

•

Free parking privileges

•

Bookshop discounts

•

Graduate and postgraduate
information and support

•

Room hire

•

Career support

•

Sport & Recreation Centre
membership discounts

•

Mentor a current student

•

•

Executive Education Centre  
Open Program discounts

Hire of Student Village
visitors’ flats

•

Free library use

•

Invitations to events
and functions

For more information visit
http://ace.murdoch.edu.au/benefitswindow.html
or contact the Alumni Centre
by email: alumni@murdoch.edu.au or
by telephone on +61 8 360 6668.

www.murdoch.edu.au

CRICOS Provider Code 00125J

Report out on 2009 dolphin deaths
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Out
of love
with
Kevin
Rudd

“I had relatively low expectations of Kevin
Rudd at the beginning,” Dr Cook told
Intouch. “On one level he is much more a
professional politician than he is a leader;
he is conservative, not the typical ALP
person; strongly Christian… but he was
always very ambitious and he mapped out
a career all the way to the PM’s Lodge.”
As Opposition leader, Rudd enjoyed
historically high opinion poll ratings. For
the first time in 13 years Federal Labor
could smell power and finally believed it
could step out from the Howard shadow.
When he became Prime Minister in 2007,
Kevin Rudd’s approval ratings continued
to soar and almost one million Australians
signed up to follow him on Twitter.
To the love-struck Australian Labor Party,
Kevin Rudd was like a knight in shining
armour. Politically, he had the Midas touch.
The heady romance was in full flight.
“The advisors, the spin people and the
minders clearly saw the polling and saw how
well Rudd was rating relative to Howard and
said: ‘He’s our asset, he’s the way we are
going to organise this’. They were pushing
and it’s not like Kevin Rudd was going to
turn around and say, ‘oh no, I don’t like
this, I’m a humble team player’. That’s not
his mentality either,” Dr Cook explained.
“As long as he was doing well, they went
along with it. When things were not
going well, Rudd had no support within
Caucus – there was no-one who shared
the responsibility for his decisions.”

Murdoch’s senior lecturer
in politics, Dr Ian Cook
(pictured) tells Intouch
why the Kevin Rudd
fairytale ended so badly
and reflects on the
future for the new-look
Australian government.
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Like any passionate romance, when it
comes to an end, generally, it’s with a thud.
It was no different for former Australian
Prime Minister Kevin Rudd and his
whirlwind love affair with the Australian
Labor Party and the Australian people.
When it ended, hearts were wounded
– dreams were shattered.
The mid-year brazen and historic ousting
of Kevin Rudd from the top job made
Australian Federal politics a gripping affair.
For Murdoch’s Senior Lecturer in Politics
Dr Ian Cook – also the author of several
political texts and a regular commentator in
the media – dissecting the breakup revealed
there were clear signs along the way that the
relationship was destined to end in tears.

According to Dr Cook, what made Kevin
Rudd so popular within his party and in the
end, so unpopular, was his determination to
do things on his terms – an attitude which
rarely bodes well in any relationship. The
ALP allowed him to throw party traditions
out the window – he turned his back on
the Factions and disengaged much of
his Cabinet; preferring to use a ‛kitchen
Cabinet’ of just a handful of ministers.
“Rudd represented a change in the entire
approach,” Dr Cook said. “He got to choose
his own ministers which meant there was
a centralisation of power around him
and it gave him much more control.”
Rudd ran the show. Shortly after the 2007
election he (ironically now) declared that he
would freeze out the party’s Factions and
ignore the powerbrokers. It was a move
that would contribute to his downfall.
According to Dr Cook, the Australian
public fell out of love with Kevin Rudd
before the party did. Heavily reliant on
the polls, when the ALP saw that voters

were unimpressed with their man, it
also turned cold on the romance.
Rudd’s capitulation over the Emissions
Trading Scheme (ETS), which he once
labeled ‘the greatest moral, economic
and environmental challenge for our
generation‘ was the beginning of the
end, according to Dr Cook. In shelving
the ETS, Dr Cook said the former Prime
Minister displayed an utter lack of
leadership and voters were unimpressed.
“At the beginning with the ETS, Rudd told
the public, ‘this is absolutely necessary, this
is something I am committed to, this is the
right thing’, but when he saw that there
was considerable disagreement, he turned
around and said, ‘Oh, ah, no we are going
to put it on the backburner’. Well, that
went from leadership to poll-driven policy
in the twinkling of an eye,” said Dr Cook.
“The ETS was the point where his principles
were really opened up and for me, that
was when his leadership failed. And in
terms of the polling, that was the moment
when plenty of other Australians thought
the same and wondered, ‘but he said he
was committed to it, what happened?’”
It was at this point that the all-important
opinion polls began to nosedive. If
Kevin Rudd could so easily dump the
ETS, what else was he prepared to
abandon? Dr Cook said the ETS was the
first of several key errors in leadership
by Kevin Rudd as he relied on polls
and focus groups over leadership.
“I think Kevin Rudd was fundamentally
mistaken,” said Dr Cook. “People saw
him in ways that he really didn’t deserve
to be seen and then they fell out of
love with somebody he never was.
“Leaders have got to change people, not
follow them, not run to the polls and
say ‘well what do the polls tell me that I
have to announce?’ Howard did it on the
guns and for me, that is the thing that I
remember as real leadership,” Dr Cook said.
“Many people didn’t like what he was
doing, but he went out and he sold it and
he stuck to his message. Howard said,
‘This reflects who I am and what I am
committed to’; Rudd didn’t do that.”

Stolen Generations], he pushed us into
addressing health reform and he pushed
us into accepting certain realities about
where we are as a people. He was doing
the right sorts of things and addressing
the right issues,” Dr Cook said.
“One of Rudd’s main problems was
he was never able to do a simple sales
job. He couldn’t capture things in a
way that people could understand. He
always looked a little rehearsed, a little
careful, sometimes even clever.”
Dr Cook cites Rudd’s disastrous
miscalculation of the Resources Super
Profits Tax and how on the nose Labor
was in Western Australia as one example
of his out-of-touch leadership. Scandals
in the Building Education Revolution
program, a piecemeal job at reforming
the tax system and the health system
were other examples of Rudd’s unfinished
business. While the Rudd government
handled the Global Financial Crisis well, the
saga overshadowed domestic policies.
“They were a bit overexcited, working on
too many things; they had so many fronts
to try to get the Australian public’s support
on and that meant the message was heavy
and big and complicated and multifaceted
and that didn’t help,” Dr Cook said.
Spin came first, political leadership
second. Dr Cook said the lesson for
future leaders is to not only deliver
the political spin, but to show the real
leadership that the voting public crave.
“People in politics often have long
memories and they’ll forgive as long as
everything is going well, but when they
don’t, they are very good at working
behind the scenes and bringing people
undone if they want to, which is clearly
what happened to Kevin Rudd.”
On June 24, 2010, Kevin Rudd, the
26th Prime Minister of Australia, was
alone and all out of love. The Australian
public was looking elsewhere and his
party decided it could do better. With
no factional allegiance, no Caucus allies,
no-one to share the blame, Kevin Rudd
was isolated and politically impotent.

What was so disappointing according
to Dr Cook was that Kevin Rudd
began his Prime Ministership with
several impressive gestures.

“To an extent, Kevin Rudd will be
lumbered with being the most popular
PM ever to be turfed out in his first
term – and the only one ever turfed
in his first term,” Dr Cook said.

“I would give Kevin Rudd a mark of 7/10
because he did achieve things: he did
sign Kyoto, he made the apology [to the

“I think that is how he will always be
remembered and in many ways, that
is unfair.”
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“It’s been so difficult to have a rational
debate about it, because there is so
much misinformation floating around.”
So here are the real facts. This year
to date, just 3500 asylum seekers have
arrived in Australia by boat – a fraction
of the 240,000 new migrants arriving
on our shores each year. In doing so,
they have not done anything illegal.
“That notion that somehow asylum
seekers are doing the wrong thing
because they’re ‘coming in by the back
door’ or ‘jumping the queue’ is really
quite a nonsense, as Australia doesn’t
operate a queue system – it operates
a quota system,” Ms Hoffman says.

Busting the myths
about asylum seekers

She explained that Australia and New

over the past decade who arrived on boats
were eventually found to be genuine
refugees – many more than those who
arrived by air. Not one of the thousands
of boat arrivals checked out by ASIO had
been found to have terrorist links, she said.

“And the claim that we are being

“Where is the threat, where is the danger?”
she said. “Normally terrorist cells are
quite well funded, so are they going to
take the risk of coming on a leaky boat
and maybe being detained or refused?

in politicians’ speech which would

“There are indicators in research from
around the country that the people
who come by boat are actually the most
desperate – because you have to be that
desperate to actually get on the boat when
it is so unsafe.

like us’,” she said. “Many people do not

fever pitch – and both sides of politics
were desperate to be seen to be taking
a ‘tough’ stance.
Just days after assuming her new role
in July, Prime Minister Julia Gillard
announced that talks had commenced with
East Timor about setting up new asylum
seeker processing centres overseas.
As she weighed into the debate, Gillard
also told Australian citizens they had the
right to say what they liked about asylum
seekers without being branded ‘a redneck’.

Abbott said any boats carrying asylum

their fears and beliefs about asylum seekers

seekers that were spotted would be

on an array of myths and misconceptions.

turned around, regardless of whether

After years of advocating for refugees,

they were in Australian waters or not.

Murdoch PhD candidate Sue Hoffman could

He also promised to reinstate temporary

reel most of them off almost without taking

protection visas and to return to the

a breath.

Howard Government’s controversial
‘Pacific Solution’, abandoned when the
Rudd Government swept into power in
November 2007.
The message to asylum seekers must
have been resoundingly clear – go back,

“The fact that they are not genuine
refugees, that they jump queues, that they
are a threat or a danger in some way, that

Ms Hoffman said it was a common
misconception that Australia was fulfilling
its obligations to refugees through
its official program under the United
Nations refugee agency, UNCHR.
“That’s not true, because under the
Refugee Convention Australia has
obligated itself to hear asylum seeker
cases and if those people are in need of
protection, to protect them here and to
allow them to live in Australia,” she said.

disease,” she said.

the official UNHCR program has really got

“For people to say they’re anxious about

mere glance at the flood of comments on

therefore they can’t be refugees – or that

border security doesn’t make them

news websites and letters to the editor

they’re economic migrants, coming here

intolerant, it certainly doesn’t make them a

in newspapers would appear to indicate

because they’re poor and they want

racist – it means that they’re expressing a

wide community support for that stance.

social security.
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of being refugees are found to be true.

“What politicians don’t explain clearly is that

“That they’ve got lots of money and

they see as part of their ‘in group’.”
She also found that people with negative
attitudes were more vocal about their

families followed the men overseas.

Australia is also not allowed to expel

they might be terrorists or might bring in

you are not wanted here. And indeed, a

better at empathising with people who

and children desperate to reunite their

provided they show good cause.

permanent residence, once their claims

Meanwhile, Opposition Leader Tony

humanise the asylum seekers; people are

actually increased in number, as wives

a place where they are threatened,

She said the only reason for having
expensive offshore processing today,
from the government’s point of view, was
that it was ‘out of sight, out of mind’.
“Also, if they’ve arrived in an excised part
Ms Hoffman and Dr Pedersen believe it’s difficult
to have a rational debate about asylum seekers

nothing to do with Australia’s obligations
under the Refugee Convention – and that’s
quite a fundamental misunderstanding.”
Ms Hoffman said despite popular
perception, the vast majority of people

of Australia, they can’t access the Refugee
Review Tribunal or the courts – so they are
being denied natural justice,” she said.
Instead, both researchers espouse a

and New Zealand allow asylum seekers

boat arrivals’ in Australia had reached

pictures of asylum seekers as being ‘not

despite claims to the contrary. In fact, they

any penalty on refugees coming from

asylum seekers or refugees. Only Australia

section of the population continues to base

jumpers and so on help to reinforce these

protection visas never stopped the boats,

Australia is not allowed to impose

of which legally recognise or protect

to do about a spike in ‘unauthorised

“Terms such as illegal, illegitimate, queue

processing of asylum seekers and temporary

to be refugees. Under the convention,

via Malaysia and Indonesia – neither

altogether more troubling – that a large

influence the community’s beliefs.

Ms Hoffman points out that offshore

to give sanctuary to asylum seekers found

Most boat arrivals in Australia travel here

she said.

myths referred to above were mirrored

influence on the general public.

1951 Refugee Convention, undertaking

lives or freedom would be threatened.

anxiety in the community about what

Dr Pedersen also found that many of the

views, meaning they had a disproportionate

return them to any territory where their

However, a closer look reveals something

compared with other countries.”

Asia Pacific region to have ratified the

is a matter of national security, or to

genuine view that they’re anxious,”

complete nonsense – we take so few

Zealand are the only two countries in the

refugees from their territory, unless it

At the time of writing this article,

over-run with asylum seekers is

“Someone I spoke to at a detention
centre last week said ‘look, if I stayed in
Afghanistan, there is 100 per cent chance I’d
be killed. If I get on a boat, it’s 90 per cent
– so the boat gives me a chance of life’.”
Ms Hoffman’s PhD supervisor, Murdoch
senior psychology lecturer Dr Anne
Pedersen, said negative attitudes
towards asylum seekers were highly
related to myths. “The higher the levels
of negative attitudes, the higher the
acceptance of myths,” she said.
Dr Pedersen’s research has found other
frequently cited myths: that Australia
provided asylum seekers with an array
of government handouts, for example.
“They receive little financial help until
they are recognised as refugees when
they have much the same entitlements
as other Australians,” she said.

reasonable ‘middle position’, with initial
detention of asylum seekers for identity,
health and security checks followed by a
conditional release onto the mainland.
“I would have no real objection to detaining
people immediately on arrival for a very
short period of time for basic security and
health checks so long as they are treated
humanely and the detention centres are
on the mainland,” Dr Pedersen said.
Ms Hoffman criticised the Rudd/Gillard
government for acting in a populist manner,
instead of taking a principled stance from
the outset.
“They should just explain things very plainly
and try to address all these ridiculous myths
and lies that have been perpetuated for
the past 10 years,” Ms Hoffman said.
“Then, even if people disagreed, they’d
be disagreeing on the basis of the facts.”
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increase in unhealthy levels of anxiety
among his students. He also sees
patients as a practising psychologist.

needs to be undertaken to change patterns
of thinking and behaviour in order to
overcome feelings of constant anxiety.

and could be effective as long as it was not
adversely affecting the person’s physical
health.

His anecdotal summation is that the desire
to have it all, and now, combined with
new technologies (that were supposedly
meant to make our lives easier) could
be the key drivers to why more people
are feeling anxious more often.

For people with clinical anxiety, Professor
Morrison puts exercise at the top of his list
– there is clinical evidence to suggest that a
healthy body is linked to a healthy mind.

For others counselling, meditation,
and reading widely about the subject can
also help.

Supportive relationships are also up there –
surround yourself with people who will listen
and be supportive.

For more information about anxiety, go to:
beyondblue.org.au or moodgym.anu.edu.au.

He said many people were able to manage
their anxiety themselves using a combination
of methods, often by making small changes
in their lives. Self-medication, such as the use
of alcohol or other drugs, is also employed

beyondblue is a not-for-profit organisation
working to address issues associated with
depression, and anxiety related substance
misuse disorder in Australia. MoodGYM is an
independent resource developed and delivered
by the Australian National University.

“Lots of students feel under the pump and
anxious,” he said.
“My guess is, having observed students
and worked with them for nearly three
decades, that the expectations that
students have of themselves these
days are, in the main, unrealistic.
“They think it is OK
to study full-time,
hold down a full-time
job, go on overseas
holidays and party, all
at the same time. It is just
not feasible to have those
sorts of expectations.”

The result of
having it all

“The first thing to say is that anxiety is a
perfectly normal experience. Human beings
are genetically encoded to wake up to being
anxious in order to do things with their lives
and part and parcel of that are feelings
of nervousness and anxiety,” he said.

Are you anxious?
Well, if you're not, it
probably means that you
are unable to perform to
your full potential on
a daily basis.
Wendy Pryer reports.

It is when we feel irritable, restless,
fidgety and contrary towards others on
too regular a basis, and when it begins
to affect sleep and the performance
of daily tasks, that a psychiatric
diagnosis of anxiety might be made.
“It is the frequency and the intensity of
symptoms, such as an inability to think
clearly and unreasonable behaviour towards
others, that indicates whether a clinical
condition exists,” Professor Morrison said.

Professor Paul Morrison is a
registered nurse and psychologist
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According to Professor Paul Morrison,
Murdoch's Dean and Professor of Nursing
and Health Studies, the word anxiety
has incorrectly become synonymous
with a medical disorder associated
with feelings of panic and irritability.

Professor Morrison has been teaching
psychology at universities for almost 30
years and in that time he has noticed an

And his view is not confined to
students. It can be extrapolated
to the population at large –
super mums, super dads, super
grandparents (who travel, look after
grandchildren and volunteer in their
spare time), young adults trying to
make an impression in the workforce,
travel and balance relationships at
the same time…the list goes on.
In the 1980s, when information
technology was streaming into our
lives, it was predicted that IT would
result in people being able to do their
jobs in half the time, with much more
recreational time on their hands.
“I feel like I’ve been sold a pup on
that one,” Professor Morrison said.
“There is a greater level of immediacy
in terms of email and text messages
and social networking and people are
looking for immediate results, immediate
feedback, and immediate confirmation.
“In years gone by people took time
to write a letter and think about
how they were going to respond.
They took time to reflect.”
Professor Morrison said it is estimated
that one in five people have a clinical
anxiety disorder and while medication
can alleviate symptoms in the short term,
it does not help with the process that

Set goals, stop avoiding, beat anxiety
Jarrod Turner transferred from Edith Cowan
University in 2007, where he gained an
Honours degree in psychology, to study
clinical psychology at Murdoch University.
He has just returned from a major
international conference in the United
States where he presented research findings
from the thesis he is about to submit as
part of his Doctor of Psychology degree.
Under the supervision of Associate Professor
David Leach, the research Mr Turner
has undertaken adapted behavioural
activation treatment, usually used with
patients suffering from depression, to
people suffering chronic clinical anxiety.
Seven participants aged between 38
and 72 took part in the preliminary
investigation. Behavioural activation
treatment for anxiety (BATA) was delivered
in 12 weekly 60-minute individual
sessions and outcomes were assessed
using standardised anxiety measures as
well as self-monitored activity levels.
Mr Turner explained that BATA involves the
systematic, targeted increase of activities
in the anxiety-sufferer's day to day life
that match his or her desired life goals and
are assumed to be clinically relevant.
“One of the key characteristics of anxiety
is habitual avoidance. That leads to a
narrowing of a person’s behavioural
repertoire and ultimately a low quality,
punishing context that regularly occasions
anxiety and even more avoidance,” he said.

For example, a person with social
anxiety may be avoiding spending time
with friends and family or entering
into new social settings (for example,
work opportunities) even though these
experiences are linked to his or her life
goals and might lead to improvements
in mental health and wellbeing.
With BATA, the therapist would assist
the anxiety-sufferer in identifying steps
necessary for the person to enter into
those settings. Increases in ‘approach’
behaviour automatically lead to decreases
in ‘avoidance’. The person‘s behavioural
repertoire expands, as do the opportunities
for new learning experiences, and this
then leads to improvements in anxiety.
Mr Turner said the results showed that
most of the participants benefited from
the technique.
“Six out of the seven patients did very well
in a surprisingly short period of time. They
reported clinically significant decreases in
anxiety and increased levels of activation in
key life areas. They started to get the things
done in their lives that were important
to them and they reported an overall
improvement in their quality of life,” he said.
Promisingly, these gains were maintained
when the participants were assessed three
months after treatment had ended.
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Records compiled by the Spanish Jesuits in
the Philippines – commonly considered the
pioneers of modern meteorology in Asia –
have also proven invaluable in his quest.
“The Philippines is considered the most
disaster prone country in the 20th
century,” Professor Warren said.
“Due to its location on the ‘ring of fire’ it
has it all – volcanic eruptions, earthquakes,
tsunamis, cyclonic storms and protracted
periods of drought and flood.
“Since the mid 1980s, the storms have
been increasing in intensity partly due to

The winds
of change

global warming. They are covering larger
geographical areas and coming together
in more tightly spaced recurrent sets.
“In some provinces they are experiencing
up to four or five remarkable storms a

“At the start of the 21st century, this
developing nation is among the most
vulnerable to the ill effects of extreme
weather and climate change,” he said.

of this work, he was offered a

Professor Warren’s interest in South-East
Asian history was kindled during his time
as a Peace Corps volunteer on the east
coast of Borneo, from 1967 to 1969.

broadened his research focus to take

During this time he and his wife lived
among a community of maritime
nomadic fishing people, better known
as ‘sea gypsies’. Traditionally an outcast
people, these sea gypsies were at the time
starting to abandon their boats and move
into stilt homes along the coastline.
“Living among these people in Kampong
Bangau Bangau was a life-changing
experience,” Professor Warren said.

year, with wind speeds up to 260 km/h.

how the raiders’ activities in the Philippines
were determined by the duration and
seasonality of the typhoons,” he said.

“When they weren’t locked in a struggle
with nature they were attempting to defend
what little they possessed in crops and
livestock from the raiders.”
It was this insight that first provided
Professor Warren with a point of entry

natural hazard has been amplified by a series

to his latest work on the Philippines.

of complex problems of the manmade variety.

“This led me into the area of environmental

“Firstly, the country has experienced an

history and the relationship between human

exponential population growth and,
despite the efforts of the Government, the

and enlightened him. On one hand, he

to be detailed in his latest book, Typhoon:

through family planning,” he said.

sees a country struggling to cope with

Climate, History and Society in the Philippines.

the highest Gross National Product

the ravages of its climate and the legacy

Spanning five centuries of Filipino history, this

“Secondly, there is no longer a sufficient

and one of the most well-educated

of its colonial past. On the other, he has

publication should hit the shelves next year.

populations in the region.

found a fiercely loyal and resilient people

amount of arable land away from the urban
centres to sustain the burgeoning rural

This project breaks new ground because

population, and most of this is controlled

it takes seriously what has generally been

by a small group of elite families.
“Combine this with ‘pell mell’ (jumbled)
urbanisation, inadequate zoning laws,

One of the greatest challenges, however, has

rampant deforestation and a dramatic

been finding source material, which is often

increase in the number of shanty towns

fragmented and in different languages.

fringing major cities, and the environmental

exponential growth of population and

“Each year, an average of 19 typhoons and

a class-based social structure governed

resulting floods threaten the Philippines,

by the wealthy few, has left the country

causing more perennial damage than any

in a highly vulnerable position.

other natural hazard,” Professor Warren said.

through reams of ‘proxy’ records from

Professor Warren says there’s no easy answer

How these storms have shaped and shaken

“For the Filipinos who have experienced

the pre-instrument era to the present,

to the Philippines’ problems, although

the country – and how this ties in to its

repeated typhoons across the centuries,

including diaries, ships' logs and

birth control and land redistribution

changing social and environmental structure

the concept of natural hazard has

government and church documents, as

would help address the long-standing

– has been a focus of Professor Jim Warren’s

been inextricably interwoven with

well as modern visual records such as

agrarian problem and the related issues

research for over a quarter of a century.

the fabric of their lives and work.”

photographs and satellite images.

of poverty and social inequality.
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“One of the things that became evident was

“What this means is that large tracts of

countries in South-East Asia. It boasted

Professor Warren has worked his way

were subjected to annual slave raids.

could never really get back on their feet.

considered one of the most progressive

benefits of family and education.

coastal populations of South-East Asia who

communities in areas vulnerable to typhoons

in tackling the over-population issue

of the typhoons, combined with the

their demographic impact upon the

which was previously unheard of.

Professor Warren’s research findings are about

on society.

Philippines and eastern Indonesia, and

as it was over. This meant that many coastal

What he has discovered has both concerned

place tremendous value on the mitigating

Muslim maritime peoples of the southern

It now stretches deep into December,

In the mid-1970s the Philippines was

A dramatic increase in the intensity

heavily on the history of the Malayo-

season but showed up like clockwork as soon

Catholic Church has not been successful

ignored by historians – the impact of climate

This ethnohistorical study focused

gradually moving later into the year.

Professor Warren says the impact of this

their social-environmental struggles, still

and the southern Philippines.

stretches of coastline during the typhoon

dislocation, disease and death.”

the brink of social-environmental disaster.

in other areas of eastern Indonesia

data suggests the typhoon season is

education and causes widespread

who look after each other and, despite

For his next thesis, Professor Warren

“They stayed away from certain islands and

of time, which disrupts livelihoods,

Four decades on and the country is on

the Australian National University.

“To further compound matters, detailed

land are under water for long periods

Professor of South-East Asian History, Jim Warren, talks to Intouch about his
ground-breaking research into the relationship between climate, social and
environmental change in the Philippines. By Leanne Pitcher.

scholarship to undertake his PhD at

future of the country is looking bleak.”

beings and their environment,” he said.
Aerial view of Kampong Bangau Bangau,
Semporna, Southeastern Sabah, Borneo, 1965 —
bridge on stilts links village to shore with moored
houseboats of sea nomads

“I wanted to delve more deeply into how
the environment has shaped history, how
human beings have interacted with their
environment and how they have been

“What I saw was how this transition and
transformation in their way of life caused
a shift in their beliefs and occupation.
They began to adopt Islam and work for
wages on the land, which quickly put an
end to their traditional fishing economy
based on reciprocity and exchange and, in
many ways, their true sense of identity.”

affected by the impacts of natural hazards.”
With the typhoon book almost complete,
Professor Warren is now turning his
attention to an international research project
that will examine four major historical issues
of significant contemporary resonance in
the Indian Ocean World – a geographical
zone running from China to East Africa.

Returning to the United States, Professor
Warren embarked on a Masters degree
in South-East Asian history, writing
his thesis on the historical events that
had contributed to the contemporary
problems facing the sea nomads.

He will lead a team of scholars aligned

His thesis was immediately published
as a monograph and, on the strength

and societies of South-East Asia, from

with the Indian Ocean World Centre at
Canada’s McGill University as they embark
on the first broad investigation into the
impacts of climate-related and other
natural hazards on the economic activities
the 10th century to the present day.
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Features
real thing is currently under construction at a

be devastating. A colony on Mars would

warehouse in Maddington. Dubbed Project

mean that human beings would survive.

Marsupial, the van is actually a prototype

For the third part of his answer Dr

vehicle for human beings to travel on Mars.

Mann suggests we look at history and

It will be pressurised, capable of long

the fact that a few centuries ago those

duration travel and have many capabilities.

with exploratory tendencies in Europe

“It’s essentially a land-going spacecraft,” Dr

thought it might be worth having a look

Mann said. “We will put it into a simulated

at a place six months away by ship.

outdoor scenario where we’re testing it to

“They ended up coming and look at us

see how it would support a Mars mission.”

now,” Dr Mann said. “We’re a whole new

The testing will take place in desert

branch of humanity with our own laws, art,

environments in Western Australia that

science, music, literature. It seems fantastic

are very much like Mars. Those testing

but I think in the future we might be able

the vehicle will put themselves under the

to say the same thing about Mars.”

same kinds of restraints as astronauts,

Dr Mann believes work done on a human

including wearing spacesuits.

“You may
as well ask
me – am I
anticipating a
trip to Mars.”
- Julia Gillard answering a question about
her prospects of becoming Prime Minister.

Life
on
Mars

called Spaceward Bound. An expedition of
scientists and schoolteachers will venture

very difficult to live. If we can learn how to
make recycling systems or breathing systems
that can be self-maintained over a long period
of time that could be quite important even for

schools full of enthusiasm and in effect
inspire the next generation of students
who would be interested in space travel.”
In a lab near Dr Mann’s office at Murdoch,
along with a number of contraptions
including a robot cockroach, there’s a
model of another vehicle that brings the
joint interests of robots and space travel
together. It’s a prototype based on the sixlegged motion as successfully practised by
insects. The vehicle, known as the Mascot
robot, has legs rather than wheels and so
will be able to traverse all sorts of difficult
mission Dr Mann believes it would have

Dr Mann still fiddles around with robots
and now there’s a firm focus for his work
– to assist a human mission to Mars.

turning our own planet into a place where it’s

scientific exercises, training and discussions.
“We want those teachers to go back to their

Dr Mann at the end of a month-long simulation at
the Mars Desert Research Station in Utah

beyond space exploration. “We could end up
The Mascot robot is a prototype mobile six-legged
sensor platform for automatic maintenance work
in remote locations

into the Pilbara to take part in a series of

terrain. Apart from possible use on a Mars

Dr Mann has been true to his boyhood
word: “I’ve always been interested in
science and always intended to be a scientist
and never swayed from that course. I’ve
never given up on it,” he told Intouch.
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will be involved in a joint exercise with NASA

By Les Everett
For as long as he can remember Dr
Graham Mann, a Senior Lecturer at
Murdoch University’s School of IT, has
been interested in space travel and
robots. Examples of his projects were
all over the place at the family home
and one day the youngster said to
himself: ‘...remember not to give up
doing this when you get older. This is
your passion. Don‘t get a ‘sensible‘ job
where they won‘t let you build robots.
You have to actually keep doing this.’

mission to Mars will have importance far

In July 2011 the Mars Society of Australia

value on remote mine sites or sub-stations.
A human mission to Mars would be
extremely expensive, very risky and almost

New research
centre for Artificial
Intelligence
Dr Graham Mann and his colleague Dr
Graeme Bell have been awarded a Murdoch
University grant of $27,000 for their project
Building a Cross Disciplinary Applied
Artificial Intelligence Laboratory.
The funds will help establish a small robot
lab and a bigger AI Lab for general-purpose
software and possibly some robot work.
“It’s very exciting,’ Dr Mann said. “The fund
gives us the chance to pick up the ball and
start running. It’s a chance to restore our
research to its former glory. We can bring
in whole lot of new people and do new
projects that we couldn’t do before.”
Dr Mann and Dr Bell are looking for new
students to build up a postgraduate student
group. Students interested in applying
should go to http://aai.murdoch.edu.au/

As a director of the Mars Society of Australia
he is part of a concerted international
effort aimed at putting humans on Mars,
exploring it and eventually even colonising
the planet. The Mars Society has close
to 7000 members around the world.

unimaginably difficult. Some would question

“They are people who are frustrated with
the slow progress of space exploration
and interested in Mars as the viable target
beyond the moon,” Dr Mann said.

too greatly it can lead to terrible social

The Australian chapter of the society is
small but very active and is involved in
some very important projects in WA.

two very powerful political forces building

vulnerable to the release of a very bad

up very powerful technology that they may

biological weapon or disease and “...the very

have planned to try out on one another.

real possibility of being clobbered by

There is evidence of one of the projects in
Dr Mann’s office at Murdoch. It’s a model of
a vehicle that looks like a campervan – the

“The brilliance of Project Apollo,” Dr Mann

the value of such an endeavour. Dr Mann
believes he has the answers and they range
from world peace to human survival.

people here,” he said.
“If you can’t imagine living under domes
on another planet, consider that you might
have to live under domes here by then
because the atmosphere won’t support us
or because the greenhouse effect becomes
unbearable or there are places that are
simply too polluted to live in normal
conditions. Then it might not seem
so fanciful.”
The Mars Society believes that a human
mission to Mars could happen some
time between 2020 and 2030. Dr Mann
believes it will be closer to 2020. While
the USA has pruned its space exploration
expenditure the direction is now more
focussed towards Mars. Dr Mann believes
there will be an international focus.
“Russia wouldn’t mind beating the US,”
he said, pointing to the current 520-day
Mars simulation mission in Moscow that
is a cooperative effort between Russia,
China and the European Space Agency.

“There is a built-in desire in humans to

Dr Mann speaks about his work with

explore and if you frustrate that desire

genuine excitement, probably not far

problems such as warfare,” he said.
He believes we must look at the Apollo
project in context, against a backdrop of

to the moon. It was a great triumph. It
showed human beings could do anything.”
Dr Mann says human beings are always

an asteroid.”

removed from that of the schoolboy
who grew up in the heyday of Apollo.
“The space race was all the rage and it was
extremely fashionable in those days,” he said.
“I wish for my own child that he could
have that experience too. I remember
how exciting and unifying putting a
person on the moon was. We could

said, “was that it was able to shunt all that

While such things are unlikely to happen

badly use that again now as a way of

aggressive energy off into a peaceful race

they are possible and the results could

drawing the world together again.”
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Toxoplasma is common in most WA

Professor Thompson and his team now

It is a mystery Murdoch University

marsupials and normally occurs without

plan to study more than 24 woylies, from

parasitology PhD student Craig Thompson

causing illness. But in stressed animals the

both the healthier Chidlow population

hopes to help solve.

parasite can be lethal, researchers say.

and the ailing Upper Warren group, at

“The parasite may have been naturally
associated with the woylie, but there

(of parasites) at Upper Warren and to see if

grant and will, for the first time, allow

that is the reason for the different parasite

Professor Thompson said.

researchers to study the woylie under

loads in the animals,” Mr Thompson said.

can suppress its immunity and allow the
parasite to become more virulent.”
A large part of the discovery was made by
Murdoch University veterinary parasitology
PhD graduate Dr Nevi Paramsewaran, who
found Toxoplasma antibodies in the blood
of sick woylies, while detecting the parasite‘s
DNA in their brain and muscle tissue.
Now studying veterinary virology at the
University of Nottingham in the UK,
Dr Paramsewaran said the key to proving
Toxoplasma is killing woylies will be to catch

at the beginning of the 20th century

is also infected with a novel species of

bidding to save an iconic Western

pushed the species into extinction in

trypanosoma – a parasite similar to those

Australian marsupial from extinction

all but a few pockets of the country.

that cause the deadly Chagas disease

by embarking on the biggest study of
parasites ever conducted in Australia.
The project is focused on a struggling
population of critically endangered
woylies near Manjimup in the Upper
Warren region, which are riddled
with behaviour-altering parasites.
The woylie, a hardy marsupial that looks like

It was not until the 1990s, when pest

is and to see whether there is a higher level

along that are stressing the woylie,”

but when the woylie is under stress this

Murdoch University researchers are

work out what the life cycle of the parasite

The facility was built using a LotteryWest

food stress, or predators or habitat loss,

Could disease be turning a furry friend into a fearless fool no longer afraid of
its biggest predator? Meet the Murdoch University scientists bringing a species
back from the brink. Narelle Towie reports.

for small mammals in Malaga.

“I‘ll be trapping insects at both locations to

are other factors that have come

“It could be environmental stress, or

Saving the woylies

a new $126,000 rehabilitation facility

controlled circumstances – crucial
for watching the animal‘s behaviour
while gaining an understanding both
of Australian parasites and their role
in the demise of native species.

Craig Thompson‘s work will be used
in concert with a study by Murdoch
parasitology research fellow Dr Andrew
Smith and DEC-funded parasitology PhD
student Judy Dunlop, which takes advantage

Funding to study the woylies for the

of a rare opportunity brought about in

next two years has almost all been

the wake of another mining boom.

secured from the WA Government and
the researchers’ work will be invaluable
to the Department of Environment and
Conservation’s captive breeding programs.
Professor Thompson wants to find out
how the parasites are transmitted, if they
are changing the woylie‘s behaviour,
and what can be done to save them.

The researchers are working hand-in-hand
with DEC officers in the translocation of
hundreds of animals including the boodie, a
cousin of the woylie, from Barrow Island to
make way for the Gorgon LNG gas project.
It is known that boodies carry different
variations of trypanosomes depending on
where they live.

the parasite while it is still destroying the

Toxoplasma is a parasite that is associated

animal‘s tissue. The only way to do this is

with cats, while trypanosoma is transmitted

to work on animals which have just died.

by biting insects and other invertebrates.

“The work found woylies from areas that had

Toxoplasma can also be transmitted

called Lorna Glen, against fleas and

a history of woylie decline were exposed

from woylie to woylie when females pass

ticks and then mix in animals carrying

to Toxoplasma,” Dr Paramsewaran said.

it onto their young via the pouch.

novel varieties of trypanosoma.

“This alone is not enough evidence to prove

“It (the vector) could be an ectoparasite, like

“We don‘t know how the trypanosomes

Toxoplasma infection caused declines in

a flea, or it could be a biting fly of some sort

are transmitted and this may be an

the woylie population, but it is a start.“

– we don‘t know,” Professor Thompson said.

opportunity to find out,” Dr Smith said.

Dr Smith plans to treat half the boodies
at one of three translocation sites, a
former pastoral station in central WA

“We want to see if there is any crossinfection.
“In boodies the trypanosomes are
not causing a problem and this gives
us another piece of the picture.”
The Murdoch team hope their research will

and sleeping sickness in humans.

provide important, life-saving information

control was introduced, that these

Interestingly, a healthier population of

on what impact a range of parasites are

cute critters began to bounce back.

woylies living at Karakamia Wildlife

having on animals being reintroduced

Sanctuary in Chidlow – one hour east of

into their native habitats – saving native

Perth – is completely free of Toxoplasma

species on the brink of extinction.

Now they face a fresh threat. The Upper
Warren woylies – the last stronghold in
the wild – are infected with Toxoplasma
gondii, a parasite that is known to cause

gondii and has a trypanosoma

“There isn’t a lot known about infections

infection rate of only 10 per cent.

associated with Australian native animals,”
Dr Smith said.

rats to lose their innate fear of cats.

“There is, in the literature, experimental

Murdoch’s researchers fear that the

evidence that the two parasites together

woylies could be suffering the same effect,

are worse than having the parasites

making them easy prey in the wild.

singularly,” Professor Thompson said.

Professor Andrew Thompson, a

He believes the parasites are gaining

to protect remnant populations by giving

parasitologist in the School of Veterinary

a foothold in the Upper Warren group

insight into the parasite burdens of

They once roamed most of Australia,

and Biomedical Science, said that more

of woylies, because they are already

but the introduction of foxes and cats

than half of the declining population

stressed by predators and lack of food.

a mini kangaroo, is critically endangered
after tens of thousands of the animals died
in WA’s South-West in just five years.
A few hundred woylies are now all that
remain in the wild.
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“We’re value-adding to the work DEC are
already doing in their conservation and
captive breeding programs, and working

Professor Andrew Thompson (left) and Dr Andrew Smith examine a woylie in the field

native animals.”
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Postcard from...

Cambodia

Giving back
to locals in
Cambodia
That is exactly what Murdoch graduate Owen Beck
is doing.
Owen has been busy establishing an eco-resort called
Jasmine Valley in the Cambodian jungle, by the sea in
Kep, with his wife, Jasmine.
A key part of their philosophy is sustainability and
boosting the local community where the resort is located.
“We try to build with natural and renewable resources
and materials as much as possible, such as mud-bricks
made onsite, bamboo, thatch, and solar electricity,”
Mr Beck said.
Mr and Mrs Beck are attempting to create educational
and employment opportunities for Cambodian
people. Some of the ideas the couple have in mind
are English classes for their employees, helping
locals to develop nurseries of macadamia nut trees
and establishing coffee booths using hand-powered
espresso machines and stove top frothers.
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Mr Beck said: “A cup of coffee would cost about $1.50
- $2.50 is a day’s wages in this community. The sale of
10 coffees in one day would be a huge income for a
villager. If the coffee booths plan works well, we want
to assist people to set it up all over the country.
“Some of our ideas will take a little while, but we’ve
seen amazing progress in such a short time. Our
staff, in six months, have learned enough to speak
English with guests, take and make phone calls, use
the computer and cook food to cater for the western
palate. They can pretty much run the resort already.
“We like the idea of integrating the ‘social enterprises’
with what we’re already doing in Jasmine Valley, so we’re
already growing a lot of macadamias, have purchased
four coffee machines, and will build our first coffee
booth on the mountain track by the resort – facilitating
close oversight and supervision during training.”
Mr Beck studied communications at Murdoch University
in the mid-nineties and returned 12 years later, in
2006, to do his Honours. Later this year he will start
shooting a film as part of his PhD in Media at Murdoch.
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Setting up an eco-resort in the forest of Cambodia is
quite an achievement. Assisting in the development
of small and sustainable businesses to support poor
villagers at the same time is a massive feat.

